Conventional strategies of quantum metrology are built upon POVMs, thereby possessing several general features, including the demolition of the state to be measured, the need of performing a number of measurements, and the degradation of performance under decoherence and dissipation. Here, we propose an innovative measurement scheme, called dissipative adiabatic measurements (DAMs), based on which, we further develop an approach to estimation of parameters characterizing dissipative processes. Unlike a POVM, whose outcome is one of the eigenvalues of an observable, a DAM yields the expectation value of the observable as its outcome, without collapsing the state to be measured. By virtue of the very nature of DAMs, our approach is capable of solving the estimation problem in a state-protective fashion with only M measurements, where M is the number of parameters to be estimated. More importantly, contrary to the common wisdom, it embraces decoherence and dissipation as beneficial effects and offers a Heisenberg-like scaling of precision, thus outperforming conventional strategies. Our DAM-based approach is direct, efficient, and expected to be immensely useful in the context of dissipative quantum information processing.
Conventional strategies of quantum metrology are built upon POVMs, thereby possessing several general features, including the demolition of the state to be measured, the need of performing a number of measurements, and the degradation of performance under decoherence and dissipation. Here, we propose an innovative measurement scheme, called dissipative adiabatic measurements (DAMs), based on which, we further develop an approach to estimation of parameters characterizing dissipative processes. Unlike a POVM, whose outcome is one of the eigenvalues of an observable, a DAM yields the expectation value of the observable as its outcome, without collapsing the state to be measured. By virtue of the very nature of DAMs, our approach is capable of solving the estimation problem in a state-protective fashion with only M measurements, where M is the number of parameters to be estimated. More importantly, contrary to the common wisdom, it embraces decoherence and dissipation as beneficial effects and offers a Heisenberg-like scaling of precision, thus outperforming conventional strategies. Our DAM-based approach is direct, efficient, and expected to be immensely useful in the context of dissipative quantum information processing.
Estimation of unknown parameters characterizing dynamical processes is a pivotal task throughout quantum science and technologies [1] . Conventional strategies of quantum metrology [2] are to let many probes evolve under the process in question and perform positive operator-valued measures (POVMs) on the evolved states. As the outcome of a POVM is nothing but an individual eigenvalue of an observable, which is not directly related to the parameters of interest, the values of these parameters have to be inferred indirectly from a classical post-processing of the measurement outcomes. Naturally, the goal is to estimate the parameters as precisely as possible with given resources. Yet, due to the indirectness of conventional strategies, there is an inherent statistical error in any such estimation, which cannot be avoided even in optimal conditions. Indeed, in the case of the probes being uncorrelated, the quantum Cramér-Rao inequality [3] imposes an ultimate bound on precision, which is known as the standard quantum limit, stating that the error on average at least scales as 1/ √ N . Here, N represents the amount of resources employed in the estimation procedure, which is often referred to as the number of POVMs performed but can be other kinds of quantities, e.g., the evolution time of the probe undergoing the process [2] . By exploiting quantum effects, such as entanglement and squeezing, the precision can be further improved to the Heisenberg scaling 1/N for unitary dynamics [4, 5] . Such a quadratic improvement is, however, typically elusive in the presence of decoherence and dissipation [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , due to the fragility of quantum effects under their influence.
In this Letter, targeting at parameter estimation in dissipative processes, we develop an innovative approach going beyond conventional strategies. This is particularly timely in view of the recent advent of dissipative quantum information processing protocols, such as quantum state preparation [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , quantum computation [25, 26] , and quantum simulation [27, 28] . The working principle of these dissipation-based protocols is to finely tune controllable parameters of a dissipative system such that its irreversible dynamics drives the system into a desired steady state, regardless of its initial state. So, the estimation problem addressed in this Letter is precisely the converse, i.e., determining these parameters through measuring the steady state, which is extremely relevant to these protocols. Unfortunately, it seems daunting to use conventional strategies to solve this problem, for the following reasons. First, for dissipative processes considered here, these strategies generally provide no substantial improvement over classical strategies on precision. Second, steady states in the above protocols are typically entangled states or some other desirable states. One is thus unwilling to demolish them, which is, however, unavoidable for conventional strategies, due to the use of POVMs. Third, performing a number of measurements is necessary in conventional strategies. Yet, this costs not only many copies of steady states but also a lot of experimental effort.
Here, inspired by Aharonov et al.'s adiabatic measurements (AAMs) [29] , we propose a new scheme of measurements tailored for dissipative systems. We call such measurements dissipative adiabatic measurements (DAMs). The system to be measured in a DAM is a dissipative system, coupled to a measuring apparatus via an extremely weak but long-time interaction (see Fig. 1a ). The dynamics of the measuring procedure is dominated by the dissipative process, which continuously projects the system into its steady state. Such a dissipation-induced "quantum Zeno effect" effectively decouples the system from the apparatus in the long-time limit, eliminating the so-called quantum back action of measurements [4] . Unlike POVMs, a DAM therefore does not collapse the state to be measured. Moreover, as shown below, its outcome is the expectation value of an observable, which is The apparatus is initially prepared in a Gaussian centered at q = 0 (represented by the blue curve), which, in the limit of T → ∞, evolves into the Gaussian centered at q = A θ (represented by the red curve). (c) In a finite-time evolution, non-adiabatic effects exist, causing slight deviations of the evolved state from the ideal Gaussian.
directly related to the parameters of interest. By utilizing the very nature of DAMs, our approach is able to solve the estimation problem in a state-protective fashion with only M measurements, where M is the number of parameters. In particular, in the single-parameter case, only one measurement is needed. Interestingly, contrary to the common wisdom, decoherence and dissipation are no longer undesirable but play an integral part in our approach. More importantly, our approach offers a Heisenberg-like scaling of precision, thus outperforming conventional strategies.
Let us start with a simple example. Consider the generalized amplitude damping process [30] described by the Lindblad equation,
is a Liouvillian superoperator depending on the parameter θ ∈ (0, 1), with σ − = |0 1| and σ + = |1 0|. For this dissipative process, there is a unique steady state ρ θ := diag(θ, 1 − θ), which can be approached if the evolution time is much longer than the relaxation time of the process. Suppose that our purpose is to determine the value of θ. A conventional strategy might be to perform the POVM associated with the observable A := |0 0| on ρ θ . This measurement has two potential outcomes 1 and 0, with the probabilities θ and 1 − θ, respectively. Intuitively, one may think of 1 and 0 as the head and tail of a coin, with θ corresponding to the coin's propensity to land heads. Clearly, a single POVM yields either 1 or 0, which is insufficient to determine θ. Hence, one needs to prepare N copies of ρ θ and perform N POVMs, so that a series of data, x 1 , · · · , x N , with x i ∈ {1, 0}, are obtained. Then the value of θ can be estimated as, θ(x) := N i=1 x i /N , amounting to the frequency of outcomes 1 appearing in the data x := (x 1 , · · · , x N ). Using well-known results regarding an N -trial coin flip experiment, we have that the estimation error reads
displaying the 1/ √ N scaling behavior. Here, Var(θ) is the variance ofθ(x). In Supplemental Material [31], we show that the above strategy is optimal among conventional strategies. That is, given the same amount of resources, one cannot improve the precision any further with conventional strategies.
Keeping this example in mind, we proceed to develop an approach going beyond conventional strategies. Suppose that we are given a dissipative system S with a Liouvillian superoperator L θ . Here, we take θ to be a single parameter, leaving the extension to the multi-parameter case to the end of this Letter. L θ is assumed to be such that: (a) it admits a unique steady state ρ θ ; (b) the nonzero eigenvalues of L θ have negative real parts, that is, there is a dissipative gap in the Liouvillian spectrum. S is initially prepared in its steady state ρ θ . Note that this is achievable even though θ is unknown, as S automatically approaches ρ θ because of the dissipative gap. To measure the value of an observable A in the state ρ θ , we add an interaction term, H I = T −1 A ⊗p, coupling S to a measuring apparatus A, with coordinate and momentum denoted byq andp, respectively. Here, T is a positive real number, which, in the spirit of the adiabatic theorem, will be eventually sent to infinity. The dynamics of the coupling procedure is described by the following equation,
If the coupling time is T (so that the product of the coupling strength, i.e., T −1 , and the coupling time is unity), S + A undergoes the dynamical map, E T := e LT , transforming the initial state ρ θ ⊗ |φ φ| to the state E T (ρ θ ⊗ |φ φ|) at time T . Here, |φ denotes the initial state of A, which is set to be a Gaussian centered at q = 0 with a small standard deviation, say, 1/10 (see Fig. 1 ). After the coupling procedure, the coordinatê q is observed, in order to determine the reading of the pointer.
To figure out the effect of E T , we make use of the fact
Here, |p denotes the eigenstate ofp, i.e.,p|p = p|p . This leads to
indicating that e L p,p T P θ gets closer and closer to e L p,p T P θ as T approaches infinity [33] . Here, L p,p := P θ L p,p P θ , and P θ denotes the projection, P θ (X) := (tr S X)ρ θ , mapping an arbitrary operator X into ρ θ . Using Eq. (3) and noting that the explicit expression of
Now, expressing |φ in E T (ρ θ ⊗ |φ φ|) as |φ = φ(p)|p dp and using the linearity of the map E T as well as Eq. (4), we reach the first main formula of this Letter,
Formula (5) shows that in the weak coupling and longtime limit, the steady state ρ θ does not collapse and the pointer is shifted by the expectation value A θ rather than eigenvalues of A.
To gain physical insight into the above result, we compare our proposal of measurements (i.e., DAMs) with POVMs. Both DAMs and POVMs utilize interaction terms of the form, H I = g(t)A ⊗p, with g(t) normalized to g(t)dt = 1. In POVMs, this term is impulsive, that is, g(t) takes an extremely large value but only for a very short time interval. Hence, the dominating term in Eq. (2) is H I and the associated evolution operator reads e −iA⊗p . Evidently, this operator creates correlations between S and A, giving rise to the quantum back action that the configuration of S after the measurement is determined by the outcome of A. Contrary to POVMs, DAMs exploit the opposite limit of an extremely weak but long-time interaction, i.e., g(t) = T −1 . For this, the dissipative term L θ dominates the interaction term H I in Eq. (2). The former effectively eliminates correlations created by the latter through continuously projecting S into its steady state ρ θ . Resulted from this nontrivial interplay of the two terms is the decoupling of S and A in the long-time limit, which inhibits the state of S from any change or collapse. Such a mechanism is suggestive of the quantum Zeno effect, making DAMs distinct from POVMs in nature.
Ideally, the evolved state of A (at time T ) is the Gaussian centered at q = A θ (see Fig. 1b ). However, as T is finite in practice, there exist non-adiabatic effects, leading to the consequence that correlations between S and A are not completely eliminated. This may cause slight deviations of the evolved state from the ideal Gaussian (see Fig. 1c ). To quantify such deviations, we may use the following measure,
where
Using Eq. (3) as well as the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
Substituting this equality into Eq. (6) gives
namely, the deviations of the evolved state from the ideal Gaussian are smaller than cT −1 . The prefactor c is related to the dissipative gap. Roughly speaking, c and, therefore, the deviations decrease if the dissipative gap increases.
Having proposed DAMs, we now use them to solve the estimation problem. To make our idea clear, let us leave alone non-adiabatic effects for now. We observe that the expectation value A θ is directly related to the parameter θ. Indeed, it is not difficult to choose an observable A such that the function f : θ → A θ is invertible. Then there exists an inverse function f −1 directly extracting the value of θ from A θ . Note that the pointer reading in the DAM measuring A is a random variable q that takes values equal to or close to A θ , as it fulfills the Gaussian distribution with mean value A θ (see Fig. 1b ). Applying f −1 to q gives an estimation of θ; that is,θ(q) = f −1 (q). This is an unbiased estimator, for which the estimation error reads δθ = σ/| ∂f ∂θ |, where σ denotes the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution. To improve the precision, we need to employ more resources in the estimation procedure. In contrast to conventional strategies, where employing more resources (often) means repeating the measurement N times, we here advocate the use of another kind of resources, i.e., increasing the coupling time from T to N T (while maintaining the coupling strength at T −1 ). For such a scenario, the dynamical map describing the coupling procedure is e LN T = E N T . Hence, the pointer is shifted by N A θ (see Fig. 2a ), indicating that its reading q takes values equal to or close to N A θ now. Accordingly, the estimator should be changed asθ(q) = f −1 (q/N ). As q/N is a random variable with standard deviation σ/N , the estimation error is improved to δθ = σ/(N | ∂f ∂θ |), i.e., the 1/N scaling of precision.
In light of the above analysis, we may now specify our approach as follows: (i) Prepare S in ρ θ and choose an observable A such that f : θ → A θ is invertible. (ii) Measure A by performing the associated DAM with coupling time N T . (iii) Estimate the value of θ from the pointer reading q asθ(q) = f −1 (q/N ). To fully understand the estimation error of our approach, we need to take into account non-adiabatic effects. Such effects cause deviations of the probability distribution of q from the ideal Gaussian, thereby introducing an additional error in our approach. Intuitively speaking, this additional error decreases as T increases, as indicated by Eq. (7) . Nevertheless, it may be an increasing function of N , as the deviations may get larger and larger as N increases (see Fig. 2b ). Indeed, detailed analyses [31] show that the estimation error with the additional error included reads
with (8) is the second main formula of this Letter. As can be seen from Eq. (8), so long as N ≤ N max := O(T ), the numerator on the RHS of Eq. (8) is of the order O(1), indicating that δθ ∼ 1/N , that is, our approach gives the Heisenberg scaling of precision. Although this pleasant scaling saturates for a given T , the saturation point N max keeps increasing as T increases, thus there is no fundamental limit. Furthermore, given a concrete model of S, we can obtain the explicit expression of S θ and hence that of Eq. (8), based on which we can choose proper T and N to achieve a desired precision.
To illustrate the application of our approach, consider again the foregoing example. For the purpose of comparing our approach with the conventional strategy, we choose the same observable A = |0 0|, so that A θ = θ, f : θ → θ, and f −1 = f . Then, the outcome of the DAM with coupling time N T is a random variable q taking values equal to or close to N θ. This is in sharp contrast to the very nature of the associated POVM, whose outcome is a random variable taking values 1 and 0, which is not directly related to θ. Thanks to this, unlike the conventional strategy, which needs to perform many measurements such that sufficient data are obtained and θ can be inferred indirectly, our approach directly extracts the value of θ from the single measurement result q asθ(q) = q/N . Noting that S θ (X) = P θ (X) − X − |0 0|X|1 1| − |1 1|X|0 0|, we deduce from Eq. (8) that the estimation error reads
displaying the 1/N scaling behavior as long as N ≤ N max = O(T ). Therefore, compared with the conventional strategy, our approach provides a quadratic improvement on precision, but at the cost of a single measurement. Let us end the development of our approach by addressing the multi-parameter case. Suppose that there are M parameters, namely, θ = (θ 1 , · · · , θ M ). For this, we need to perform M DAMs, each of which is associated with an observable A i , i ∈ {1, · · · , M }. Here, the observables are chosen such that the function f :
Note that the pointer reading of the DAM associated with A i is a random variable q i taking values equal to or close to N A i θ , provided that the measured state is ρ θ and the coupling time is N T . We can estimate the values of these parameters asθ(q) = f −1 (q/N ), where q := (q 1 , · · · , q M ). As long as N ≤ N max = O(T ), there is δθ ∼ 1/N [31], indicating that our approach gives the Heisenberg scaling of precision in the multiparameter case as well. The formula describing the error δθ is a simple generalization of Eq. (8) and is given in Supplemental Material [31] .
Before concluding, we point out that DAMs are distinct from AAMs in a number of aspects. First, the measured system in an AAM is a closed system with an energy gap, whereas that in a DAM is an open system with a dissipative gap. Second, the outcomes of AAMs are restricted to expectation values in pure states, whereas those of DAMs can be expectation values in any mixed states. Third, decoherence and dissipation are detrimental to AAMs, whereas they play a positive role in DAMs. Besides, it is worth noting that AAMs have been experimentally realized in an optical setup [34] , wherein decoherence and dissipation are suppressed via an active protection technique. Instead of actively suppressing decoherence and dissipation, one may passively exploit them to realize DAMs in this setup.
In conclusion, we have developed a direct and efficient approach to estimation of parameters characterizing dissipative processes. The key is to propose a new kind of measurements, featured by an extremely weak but long-time interaction between the dissipative system in question and its measuring apparatus. The dissipative dynamics of the system continuously eliminates correlations created by the weak interaction, resulting in the decoupling of the system from the measuring apparatus in the long-time limit. Unlike POVMs, our measurement therefore does not collapse the state to be measured, and moreover, its outcome is the expectation value of an observable, which is directly related to the parameters of interest. By virtue of this, our approach is able to extract the values of the parameters in a straightforward way, essentially offering the Heisenberg scaling of precision, as long as the non-adiabaticity-induced error is kept small. We highlight that our approach works in a stateprotective fashion with only M measurements for M parameters to be estimated. These experiment-friendly features should be immensely useful in the context of dissipative quantum information processing. 
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

OPTIMALITY OF THE CONVENTIONAL STRATEGY
In this section, we show that the strategy presented in the example paragraph of the main text is optimal among conventional strategies of quantum metrology [1] . Let
be the quantum channel associated with the generalized amplitude damping process. To estimate the parameter θ characterizing this channel, a conventional strategy [1] is to send N probes through N parallel channels Λ θ (t), measure them at the output, and use an inference ruleθ(x) to extract the value of θ from the measurement result x (see Fig.  3 ). Therefore, a general scheme of conventional quantum metrology consists of three ingredients: an input state of
General scheme for conventional quantum metrology. N probes, prepared in an initial state, are sent through N parallel channels Λ θ (t). A measurement is performed on the final state, from which the parameter θ is estimated via an inference rulê θ.
N probes, a measurement at the output, and an inference rule. In the following, we do not impose any restriction on these ingredients. That is, the input state can be an arbitrary, possibly highly entangled, state; the measurement is a general, not necessarily local, POVM; and the inference rule can be biased or unbiased. Additionally, t appearing in Eq. (S.1) can take any non-negative value; it is not necessarily to fulfill the condition assumed in the main text, which requires that the evolution time t is much longer than the relaxation time of the channel.
A well-known measure quantifying the deviation of the estimatorθ(x) from the true value θ reads [2] ∆θ(x) :=θ (x)
Here, θ denotes the statistical average ofθ(x) over potential outcomes x. Accordingly, the estimation error can be defined as [2] δθ := ∆θ 2 , (S.3)
i.e., the square root of the statistical average of ∆θ 2 (x) over potential outcomes x. In particular, ifθ(x) is unbiased, i.e., θ = θ, there is
indicating that δθ is simply the standard deviation,
for an unbiased estimatorθ(x). This fact has been used in the main text.
Using the quantum Cramér-Rao inequality [2] , we have that the estimation error δθ is lower bounded by
Here, F is the quantum Fisher information (QFI) and Λ ⊗N θ (t)[ρ(0)] is the output state of the N probes, where ρ(0) denotes the input state. To evaluate the quantity F Λ ⊗N θ (t)[ρ(0)] , we introduce two amplitude damping channels [3] , Λ i (t)
and
respectively. Noting that the effect of
we have
(S.10) Equation (S.10) enables us to rewrite Λ θ (t) as a θ-independent quantum channel acting on a larger input space,
Here, ρ θ = diag(θ, 1 − θ) is the steady state, and Φ(t) is defined as
where E i [σ] := i|σ|i , i = 0, 1. Using Eq. (S.11), we have
where we have used the monotonicity of the QFI under parameter-independent quantum channels [2] . Noting that
Substituting Eq. (S.14) into Eq. (S.6) yields 15) indicating that the strategy presented in the main text is optimal among conventional strategies of quantum metrology.
PROOF OF FORMULA (8) In this section, we present a proof for formula (8) Here,
denotes the probability distribution of the pointer reading q. Noting that |φ = dpφ(p)|p and
To compute Pr(q), we need to find an expression for the term tr S (e
we can interpret L p,p as the sum of the "unperturbed term" L θ and the perturbation term K. Since ρ θ is an eigenstate of the unperturbed term L θ , i.e., L θ ρ θ = 0, it must be an approximate eigenstate of L p,p . Perturbation theory [4] tells us that the difference between such an approximate eigenstate and the associated true eigenstate of L p,p is of the order O(1/T ). Using this fact as well as noting that e 23) up to a term of order O(1/T ), which is negligible as T 1. Here, λ denotes the corresponding eigenvalue of L p,p , which can be expressed as a series
where λ (n) denotes its n-th order perturbation. Substituting Eq. (S.24) into Eq. (S.23) gives According to perturbation theory [4] , there are 27) and
with S θ being the pseudoinverse of L θ , as defined in the main text. Here, we have used the formulae dealing with perturbations of eigenvalues of linear operators (see page 79 of Ref. [4] ). Note that the original formulae in Ref. [4] are expressed in terms of linear operators, but here we have reformulated them in terms of superoperators for serving our purpose. Noting that S θ is a Hermitian map, i.e.,
Using Eq. (S.30), we can rewrite Eq. (S.28) as
Inserting Eqs. (S.26), (S.27), and (S.31) into Eq. (S.25), we arrive at the desired expression
As assumed in the main text, the coordinate representation of |φ is a Gaussian with standard deviation σ. Hence, there is we obtain
(S.37)
Here, the fact dpdp = 
where This completes the proof.
THE ESTIMATION ERROR IN THE MULTI-PARAMETER CASE
In this section, we address the estimation error of our approach in the multi-parameter case. To quantify the estimation error in this case, we adopt the following measure, As can be seen from this formula, as long as N ≤ N max := O(T ), δθ ∼ 1/N , that is, our approach gives the Heisenberg scaling of precision in the multi-parameter case as well. On the other hand, noting that J f −1 = 1/ ∂f ∂θ in the single-parameter case, we deduce that formula (S.53) reduces to formula (S.47).
